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i have had people tell me they really love the game, but there is a problem.
every time a player gets killed they get the text, “you’ve been logged off.” if
theyre a native player and theyre a flesh and blood person, theyre going to

get upset when they get killed and the game says, “you’ve been logged
off.” they just cant handle it. it was funny because my first game, the first

time i tried to play, i got killed and i got logged off. its good to have a game
that says, “you’ve been logged off.” but that’s not the point of the game.

the point is that you are responsible for what happens to people. you have a
connection to them. you have a relationship with them. you have to write

the text yourself. in some games, where you get to be somebody else, you
get to be the ceo of a company. in this game, i was a person who had been

dead for four thousand years, and i had to explain myself. i remember
reading in entertainment weekly a few years ago that the idea of the new

game dead rising was that the game was in a mall and that the player
would have all the power. if you were in a mall and had the power, would

you go to the mall and kill people and make money off the mall? i dont think
so. agt is really a game that you can do in the living room. it doesnt feel like
a game that you have to go to a big room and play with a bunch of people.
you can do it anywhere you want. we are very unusual in that we make a

game where you can play anytime. so when im home i could play that
game. when im travelling, i could play that game. i could even play that
game when im on vacation in another country, and not in the us. when i

play, there is no distinction between where im at and where i am playing. i
am an online game. i feel really good about that. i feel like a game designer.
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the most distinctive feature of timequest was its lush, monochrome graphic
style. timequest evolved along with the 256k budgets in the late 1980s. in
1986 a 256k budget meant a game could have double-sided maps, with

custom backgrounds for each. the game also had a fairly complex storyline,
which was a rarity for an adventure of that era. it wasnt until the secret of
monkey island in 1990, the first game to reach the megawad stage, that

graphic style and a full storyline would meet. there were two features of this
style: it made characters look like characters, which increased their

perceived humanity. and it allowed for a more feature-full vocabulary than
was possible on earlier 8k budgets. the art style of this game has some

similarities with the computer and video game art of the early 1980s and
has somewhat of a feeling of blade runner. if you are a fan of the early

computer and video games, and you have played timequest, youll enjoy the
style of this game as well. the character art for this game is by jim henson,

he also does all the early monster art in ducktales, done for the arcade
game. henson uses vhs tape to transfer his drawings onto backgrounds,
which gives them a more video game feel than a conventional method of

camera and film. the game requires you to do some simple puzzles and use
your imagination to solve them. the game is presented as a series of text
screens, you do not view the world through 3d glasses. the text is very

dense and has a lot to say on any given subject. when you come across an
object or a room, you can simply click on it to view a map of the room,

figure out what the door is for, solve a simple puzzle and determine where
on the map to go next. the game also has no save and load system.
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